LINDA MURRAY REVIEWS 2016.
Notes by Collin Blackman.
These were the changes Linda Blackman made:
Purified re mineralised water supply - she lives in Western
Australia.
Nutrient dense smoothie daily.
Some supplements.
Transdermal Magnesium daily.
High Fat regime (Ketogenic Diet) - no sugar.
BioMat Pro under and rotated 90 degrees every 30 minutes or
so then changed to….
Biomat ‘sandwich' with mini on top to deliver comprehensive
infrared to improve the bodily healing processes.
All of these steps, along with her decision to not take any more
drugs, all factor into the amazing benefits ( along with improved
Bone Scan results ) that are illustrated in these 2 reviews from her:
28th September 2016
“Chris Savage has been a longtime friend of my brother and
although having never meet him we have been friends for several
years. I would like to share with you the results of his help.
First I have breast cancer and have had a double mysectomy two
years ago. This has left my body mutilated and in severe pain.
The swelling was gross and although I have no breasts I appeared

lop sided because one side was dug out to the bone the other
swollen and lumpy.
I got a Biomat 6 months ago and have had amazing results the pain
is nearly gone, the swelling has reduced and the loss of feeling is
slowly coming back. This has been unbelievable and the difference
to my life amazing.
Next I had a hip replacement and was due to have another. I am in
constant pain and often have resorted to a walking stick.
The constant pain makes you very miserable and leaves you
unable to do many things.
Sleeping on a Biomat has helped still not perfect but a huge
improvement.
Now 2 weeks ago I got a Mini Biomat and sandwich myself morning
and night for 1 to 2 hours and the result has blown me away. I get
straight out of bed no pain can do all my work I have spent hours
doing gardening which I love I don't walk with a limp and no walking
stick, haven't tried dancing but thinking about it. I do not understand
how this works but I am just so happy that it does.
Now last but not least my daughter and her family have been so
sick with a ghastly flu and her husband has been going on as if he
is dying well I have helped then all day then come home and jump
into my sandwich and I have nothing not sick at all and I have been
compromised by chemo and radiation so I should get sick.
So I wanted to tell you that this is a fantastic product. I swear by it
and would be happy to talk to anyone and tell them how it has
helped me.
For the first time in years I feel able to cope and really enjoy the
improvement.
Chris who as I said I have never meet is a wonderful caring man
who has helped me so much. I don't know if my cancer is cured or if
my hips have healed I just know the improvement has been huge

and I am giving living a hell of a good go and enjoying life for the
first time in ages.
regards Linda Blackman”
11 September 2016……Recent addendum from Linda
“Well I have worked all morning and I used to have to sit on a stool
because couldn't stand and bend. I started working and suddenly
realised oops no stool I did nearly 3 hours no pain didn't have to come in
and rest UNBELIEVABLE Collin I just can't thank you enough for giving
me my life back and guess what I am tell the white coats to take me off
the list I don't need an operation yeah. Anyway I just wanted to say
thank you, you never know I might climb Mt Everest yet xxxxx”

